
 Thank you for your interested in Zoart Photography. I try to keep packages
simple and always include all your processed high resolution images
(8x12 @ 300dpi), which you own outright. I also include a complimentary
engagement session, this being a great way to begin working together. Your
package may be complimented with a main album,parent albums, canvas
prints, or guestbook’s for your reception. Once we schedule a meeting I can
present lots of sample work, prints and complete wedding day albums.present lots of sample work, prints and complete wedding day albums.

                                     WEDDING PRICING

                                 #1  IMAGES ONLY - $2200

This package provides up to 8 hours of photography coverage, all processed
high-resolution image files (apprx. 600-700 for an 8 hour day), private online
gallery for viewing, downloading, and print purchases (if desired), plus the
complimentary engagement session. Extra hours are $200 per.

                             #2  IMAGES with ALBUM - $2500                             #2  IMAGES with ALBUM - $2500
 
This package provides up to 8 hours of  photography coverage. It includes
one 12x12' 50 page canvas covered Zoart designed, flush mount album filled
with up to 90 of your favorite images. Also included are your processed high-
resolution image files, private online gallery for viewing, downloading, and
print purchases (if desired), plus the complimentary engagement session. 

                     #3   THE HOURLY -  A LA CARTE RATES - $300                     #3   THE HOURLY -  A LA CARTE RATES - $300

This package provides coverage by the hour with no hourly minimum and
all processed high-resolution image files and private online gallery for
viewing, downloading, and print purchases (if desired). Engagements are
included with a four hour minimum selection.

                         Second Photographer rates are $75 an hour.

I'm currently finishing ten years of photographing weddings, and still retain
the love and excitement for every event. I pride myself on fine-tuning thethe love and excitement for every event. I pride myself on fine-tuning the
day’s timeline to assure we have ample opportunity for family formals, bridal
party images and the romantic session between bride and groom. I have 
experience shooting inside and outside of California and travel has always
added to the allure for me. I'm creative, resourceful, dependable, artistic and
very adaptable to style or circumstance—  I am reliable and dedicated to my
craft and while my photographic style can easily shift between intimate and
formal,  my preference lies with the candid and contemporary. I'm easy to formal,  my preference lies with the candid and contemporary. I'm easy to 
work with because I pride myself in the ability to work without being intrusive

                        Thank you for your consideration,  Robin


